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The transmission characteristics of a Fabry-Pérot (F-P) interferometer based on a fiber Bragg grating (FBG) pair with a
built-in long-period fiber grating (LPFG) are theoretically analyzed, and the shift of transmission interference fringe as a
function of environmental refractive index is acquired. The influence of the lengths of F-P cavity, LPFG and FBG on the
transmission characteristics of the proposed interferometer has been numerically investigated, and the simulation results
indicate that the sensitivity of refractive index reaches 2.27 10-6 for an optical spectrum analyzer (OSA) with a resolution
of 1 pm.
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Various applications of Fabry-Pérot (F-P) interferometers are
found in many related areas. In the field of fiber sensing,
fiber Bragg grating (FBG)-based F-P interferometers could
be fabricated by inscribing two FBGs with the same param-
eters as reflectors[1], which could be utilized for detecting
temperature and strain[2]. However, as fiber sensing systems
are used for the measurement of environmental refractive
index and absorption, the effective interaction between the
light propagating in the fiber and the environmental media
has been difficult. Many efforts have been put on the issue,
including core mode leakage increased by etching fiber core
or polishing fiber cladding[3,4], fiber cavity ring-down spec-
troscopy (CRDS) technique[5,6], filling materials in the air
holes of photonic crystal fibers (PCFs)[7],  mode coupling ef-
ficiency improvement via long-period fiber grating (LPFG)[8], etc.

Compared with FBGs with shorter grating periods, LPFG-
based refractive index sensors have simple structure, avoid-
ing polishing or etching the fiber cladding or filling materi-
als in air holes of PCFs. However, the resonance bandwidth
of LPFG is rather large, which will have influence on the
refractive index sensing accuracy[9]. To solve the above issues,
a novel FBG-based F-P interferometer with built-in LPFG
has been investigated for high precision refractive index
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measurement[9].
By using transfer matrix method (TMM) to theoretically

analyze the transmission characteristics of the FBG-based
F-P interferometer with built-in LPFGs, we deduce the inter-
ference fringe shift as a function of environmental refractive
index. Our theoretical analysis of the influence of interfer-
ometer parameters on its transmission characteristics would
be of importance for the practical applications. Simulation
results indicate that the refractive index sensitivity can reach
2.27 10-6 for an oscilloscope with a resolution of 1 pm.

The configuration of the proposed FBG-based F-P inter-
ferometer is shown in Fig.1. Two FBGs with the same low
reflectance (FBG1 and FBG2) work as reflectors, and an
LPFG pair is fabricated inside the F-P cavity. Part of the
core-mode light can be coupled into fiber cladding modes in
LPFG1, and later can be coupled again into the core mode in
LPFG2. If the reflectivity of FBGs is high enough, and the
reflection wavelength and resonance wavelength of the LPFG
match well, the light in core mode within the FBG reflection
bandwidth can be fully coupled into cladding modes. By mea-
suring the interference fringe shift, the information on envi-
ronmental refractive index can be acquired.
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Fig.1 Schematic diagram of the F-P interferometer based
on an FBG pair with built-in LPFG

The transmission characteristics of our proposed inter-
ferometer are determined by the FBGs and LPFGs employed
in this structure. FBGs with uniform index modulation are
analyzed by Rouard method[10] or mode-coupled theory[11].

For the F-P cavity consisting of two FBGs, the transmis-
sion function can be described as[11]:
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From Eq.(7), it can be seen that the transmission spec-
trum has large peak value and narrow bandwidth if FBGs
with weaker reflectivity are selected. Since the phase of LPFG
is highly sensitive to environmental refractive index, i.e. cl,m

changes with environmental refractive index, the transmis-
sion interference fringe can shift accordingly. The resonance
wavelength res of an LPFG is determined by grating period

, and the effective refractive indices of the fiber core eff
con

and cladding modes neff
cl,m. Then it is obtained as
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When the environmental refractive index changes, the re-
lationship between resonance wavelength shift of LPFG and
environmental refractive index is determined by[14]
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where R1, R2= | |2 represents the reflectivity for each grating,
L12 is the spacing between two FBGs, co refers to the propa-
gation constant of LP01 mode, and 1 and 2 are the reflec-
tance phase of the two FBGs.

In the FBG-based F-P cavity, the light in core mode is
coupled into cladding modes, and then re-coupled into core.
The intracavity optical path is changed by the LPFG.  Ac-
cording to LPFG theory[12,13], the initial amplitudes of co-
propagating light in core mode and the mth cladding mode,
namely aco(0) and acl,m(0), respectively, after propagating
through an LPFG with a length of l, can be described as:

where  is the LPFG coupling coefficient,  is grating period,
and co and cl,m represent the propagation constants of the
core mode and the mth cladding mode, respectively. Accord-
ing to Eqs. (2)-(5), the phase variation induced by the LPFG
inside the FBG-based interferometer could be described as
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From Eqs.(1) and (6), the transmission function of the FBG-
based F-P interferometer can be expressed as
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mnn
 is the waveguide dispersion factor,

factor, nsur represents the environmental refractive index, ncl

is the refractive index of fiber cladding, rcl refers to the clad-
ding radius, and m is the mth root of the first kind Bessel
function.

When nsur changes within 1.00 1.36, the LPFG resonance
wavelength shift res can be regarded as varying linearly[14],
i.e.
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where m is a parameter related to the resonance wavelength
and mode order. From Eqs.(8) and (10), it could be seen that
as the environmental refractive index changes, the effective
refractive index of the mth cladding mode should be modi-
fied as

                                  .                                                (11)sureff
co,

eff
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Vnnn m
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According to Eq.(7), for maximum transmissivity, the
intracavity phase should satisfy
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Fig.2 Shift coefficient as a function of F-P cavity length

Fig.3 Shift coefficient as a function of LPFG length

The different dependences of wavelength shift on the
lengths of LPFG (l) and F-P cavity (L12) are shown in Fig.4
and Fig.5, respectively. Figs.4 and 5 indicate that there ex-
ists linear relationship between the wavelength shift and the
environmental refractive index. From Figs.4 and 5, it is clear
that the optimal shift coefficient can be acquired for the F-P
cavity and LPFG lengths of 3 4 cm.

where N is an integer number. From Eqs.(11) and (12), we
could obtain the interference fringe shift as
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where 0 is the FBG resonance wavelength and  represents
shift coefficient.

According to Eq.(13), the relationship between shift co-
efficient and cavity length is shown in Fig.2. It is apparent
that shift coefficient is highly sensitive to the cavity length in
range of 10  60 mm, and the shorter cavity length, the larger
shift coefficient. When cavity length is beyond 100 mm, it
has little influence on shift coefficient. It can be seen that
shift coefficient increases with the increase of LPFG length,
which is further confirmed by Fig.3.

Fig.4 Wavelength shift as a function of environmental
refractive index for different LPFG lengths

Fig.5 Wavelength shift as a function of environmental
refractive index for different L-P cavity lengths

The B/Ge co-doped single-mode fiber[14] is adopted for
our theoretical simulation. The specific fiber parameters are
as follows: SiO2 fiber material, B2O3 doping concentration
of 9.7 m%, GeO

2
 doping concentration of 4.03 m%, pure

silica cladding, fiber radius of 3.8 m, cladding radius of 62.5
m, and core effective refractive index of 1.45. The period

of FBG with the refractive index modulation of 5 10-5 is
524.8 nm, and its resonance wavelength is around 1522 nm.
The period of LPFG with the refractive index modulation of
1.4 10-3 is 400 m. According to Eq.(9), m is about 0.008
nm /10-3 for mode coupling between the core mode and the
6th cladding mode. According to Eq.(7), we can obtain the
reflection spectrum of the interferometer.

From Fig.6, we could see that the reflection profile of the
proposed interferometer is similar to that of a single grating.
The number of transmission peaks increases with the increase
of cavity length, and moreover the interference fringe be-
comes sharper with narrower free spectral range (FSR). The
FSR of the transmission peaks in Fig.6 (a) is about 18 pm
with a bandwidth of ~5 pm. It can be seen that sharp interfer-
ence fringe can be ensured by employing FBGs as reflectors,
and its reflectivity reaches 0.8 with narrow bandwidth
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Fig.6 Interference spectra of the interferometer for dif-
ferent cavity lengths ( l=28 mm,L=7 mm)

(determined by specific FBG parameters). Thus both of its
reflection and transmission spectra can be utilized for mea-
surement applications. However, since the bandwidth of trans-
mission peak is narrower than that of the reflection peak,
transmission spectrum would be more convenient for practi-
cal measurement.

The length of the LPFG built in the FBG-based interfer-
ometer also has an impact on the interference spectrum. As
shown in Fig.7, for fixed lengths of F-P cavity and FBG, the
interference spectrum shifts toward shorter wavelength as
the LPFG length increases. From Fig.7(b) and (c), the inter-
ference spectrum shifts toward shorter wavelength by about

Fig.7 Interference spectra of the interferometer for dif-
ferent LPFG lengths (L12=60 mm,L=7 mm)

6 pm. And for a certain reflection peak, the reflection peak
value is also dependent on the spectrum envelope. Therefore,
both of the interference fringe shift and the variation of re-
flection peak value should be considered in practical app-
lications. Since the maximum transmission loss is 1, when
transmission spectrum is exploited for measurement, only
the fringe shift should be considered. The LPFG in F-P cav-
ity not only alters intracavity phase but also excites the inter-
action between light in fiber core mode and environmental
media. Hence longer LPFG should be selected with the pre-
requisite that the light in cladding mode coupled core mode
could be re-coupled into core mode.

From Fig.8, it can be seen that with the increase of FBG
length, the transmission value increases for interference peaks
around the FBG resonance wavelength. As FBG length
increases, the reflectivity of a single FBG increases, the band-
width of resonance peak becomes narrower, and the
reflectivity becomes lower for large detuning region. Since
the interference envelope is dependent on the reflection spec-
trum of a single FBG, when FBG length increases, the
reflectivity of large detuning region becomes higher. While
with the increase of FBG length, the reflectivity for peaks
around FBG resonance wavelength becomes higher, and the
peak reflectivity of large detuning region becomes lower. The
interference spectrum does not shift when FBG length
changes. With the increase of FBG length, the bandwidth of
transmission peaks becomes further narrower, and therefore
sharper interference fringes may be obtained with high-
reflectivity FBGs.

Fig.8 Interference spectra of the interferometer for dif-
ferent FBG lengths (L12=60 mm,l=5 mm)

Besides, according to Eq.(13), for the environmental re-
fractive index ranging from 1.00 to 1.36 and interferometer
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setting of L12=33.5 mm, l=28 mm and L=7 mm, the refrac-
tive index sensitivity can reach 2.27 10

-6
 when an OSA

with a resolution of 1 pm is utilized.
The characteristics of an FBG-based F-P interferometer

with built-in LPFGs are investigated in this paper. Theoreti-
cal analysis and numerical simulation indicate that sharp in-
terference fringe with FSR of less than 20 pm can be achieved
by employing FBGs as F-P cavity reflectors. The LPFGs in-
side the F-P cavity can adjust the intracavity optical path,
and are highly sensitive to environmental parameters. The
interference spectrum shift is theoretically modeled and de-
duced as a function of environmental refractive index. The
influence of the lengths of F-P cavity, LPFG and FBG on the
transmission spectrum is analyzed in detail. The proposed
interferometer has several advantages, such as high sensi-
tivity, simple structure and ease of application, and it could
be utilized for high-sensitivity gas and liquid sensing app-
lications. The research results in this paper provide a theo-
retical reference for the design and fabrication of FBG-based
F-P interferometers.
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